OUT NOW … Discombobulated
Fun With Phonetics … Purchase Discombobulated Worldwide
For free delivery within Australia – Purchase here.
Can a rhinoceros squeeze through a tiny gap? Most certainly,
probably … not, but I’d like to find out for sure. Fun with
phonetics. Perfect for 4-7 year olds. Parents, think sneaking
veggies in spaghetti bolognese. The words are delightful,
lyrical, challenging. Inquisitiveness is encouraged. More than
one million new neural connections are formed every second in
the first few years of life. Learning new words IS fun, and a
precursor to your child doing well in school! Happy days!
Introducing Jerry and Paul to the Hawkeye family – look out
for more of these feathered critters.
Reviews: ‘Cool, funny and oh so charming,’ multi-award winning
romance author, Amy Andrews.
‘An absolute winner for adults and children alike. Cate Sawyer
and Adriana Avellis as author and illustrator take all the
confusion
out
of
Discombobulated
…
the
next
supercalifragilisticexpialidocious!’ Davide A Cottone, author
of Shriek.
‘Educational, funny and written with love. The gorgeously
creative illustrations will keep you smiling. The text is
clear and easy to say out loud. Highly recommended for
children and bedtime readers,’ Debbie Terranova, author of
Enemies Within These Shores.
Discombobulated is available through all major online stores
including Amazon.com.au and Amazon.com.

** SPECIAL DEAL AUSTRALIA ONLY – PICTURE BOOK BUNDLE ** –

Purchase all 4 of Cate Sawyer’s books for the special price of
$48 (delivery included). Bundle includes 1 x Places to Poop, 1
x Discombobulated, 1 x It’s Raining Shoes, and 1 x The
Umbilical Family. Purchase Here.
Review by Michelle Wedlake, Family Daycare Worker – ‘I bought
the bundle and read them to the kids today. They absolutely
love them!’

Author Cate Sawyer is cheeky, tough, soft, the protector of
correct grammar, Grand Poobar of pronunciation. She dislikes
bullies. She loves challenges, exotic and unusual words, and
making you laugh.
The illustrator, Adriana Avellis – when she isn’t laughing and
sobbing over one of her favourite books or singing classic
Disney tunes, she has a pencil in her hand, imagining new
characters for you.
Thank you for supporting local talent – the ‘little fella’!

